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Say
what you want to

Say
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The Path of Leadership

in the Promised

Land

of Agile



This Is The Moment

In the Promised Land of Agile, the table is round. No one is the 
leader. Everyone is the leader. Leadership is getting to the desired 

outcome.



This Is Our Moment

A thousand small moments 

Which ones are yours?



We temper
soften

position
self-deprecate

deny our success

We are silent



Silence

One recent study shows that - at a mixed table - men will dominate 
the conversation, taking up 75 per cent of the conversation, and 

leaving just 25 per cent of the talking to women.

Measured proportionately to the number of women at the table.

-Study: Gender Inequality in Deliberative Participation, CHRISTOPHER F. KARPOWITZ, TALI MENDELBERG and 
LEE SHAKER, American Political Science Review / Volume 106 / Issue 03 / August 2012, pp 533-547



Break the Silence

“Groups were asked to discuss the best way to distribute money they 
earned together from a hypothetical task. The groups arrived at 
different decisions depending on women’s participation – swinging the 
group’s stance on the level of generosity given to the lowest member of 
the group.”

“When women participated more, they brought unique and helpful 
perspectives to the issue under discussion … We’re not just losing the 
voice of someone who would say the same things as everybody else in 
the conversation.”

-Study: Gender Inequality in Deliberative Participation, CHRISTOPHER F. KARPOWITZ, TALI MENDELBERG and LEE 
SHAKER, American Political Science Review / Volume 106 / Issue 03 / August 2012, pp 533-547

-Why Women Speak Less When They’re Outnumbered, JOE HADFIELD, Brigham Young University News, September 17, 
2012



HAVING  A  VOICE

Having  a  seat  at  the  table  is  very  different  from



A New Voice?

Try On
Try Out

Practice

Me: Ideas and exercises
You: Mess around until you find a voice that feels Brave



We Are Leaders

We need to find our Brave Voice.

It’s time. 



In Pairs: Speak

EXPERIMENT

G e t  u n c o m f o r t a b l e

Be vulnerable



Listen: At Level 2. Listen without internal dialog.

Watch: The body, the face, movements.

This is not about your opinion or reaction to the topic.

This is about paying full attention to what you see and hear with the 
intention to reflect it back with no judgement of any kind.

Hold the space. Make it safe for experimentation. Your partner 
needs your help.

In Pairs: Observe



In Pairs: Give Feedback

Describe what you hear. Key words. Phrases. Emphasis. Changes in 
voice or pacing.

Describe what you physically see. Gestures. Expressions. Posture. 
Movement. Stance.

Do not interpret! 

No qualitative words: good, weak, nervous, odd, strong. 



In Pairs: Receive Feedback

1.Breathe

2.Count to ten

3.Say thank you

It doesn’t mean you agree. It doesn’t make them right. It means you accept and appreciate that this is their experience of you.



In Pairs: Judge



In Pairs

Judge

There’s no right answer. This is an exploration. 

Journey Ahead 

`



BRAVE



Your partner is next to you

Say Hello! J



Words

“Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!”  

Woman in a Meeting: “I’m sorry, Mikhail, if I could? Didn’t 
mean to cut you off there. Can we agree that this wall maybe 
isn’t quite doing what it should be doing? Just looking at 
everything everyone’s been saying, it seems like we could 
consider removing it. Possibly. I don’t know, what does the 
room feel?”

- Alexandra Petri, October 13, 2015, The Washington Post, “Famous Quotes, the Way a Woman Would Have to Say 
Them During a Meeting.”



Just Not Sorry

The Just Not Sorry app physically underlines what software 
developer Tami Reiss asserts to be qualifying words, tempering 
words, and self-demeaning phrases, in email. 



Just Not Sorry



Just Not Sorry... Or Am I?

“In accepting that a woman’s vocal and written characteristics are 
holding her back, what we’re really saying is that it’s still a man’s 
world and to win in it, you have to act, sound and write like a man.

Let’s stop apologizing for being women and instead demand that 
men behave differently.”

- Harriet Minter, January 14, 2016, theguardian.com,  “The Just Not Sorry App is Keeping Women 
Trapped in a Man's World.”



Actually

I  think

Just

I’ve  heard

This  is  just  my  thought,  but

Does  that  make  sense?
I’m  sorry

Maybe
I’m  no  expert

Sometimes?

Some Sorry Words



Some Not Sorry Words

Definite

I  suggest

My  solution  is
The  issue  is

Clear

The  right  approach

My  answer  is We  should

What  I’m  hearing/seeing  here  is

Complete
The  next  step  is



Try out some words

Title three Index Cards: Sorry Words, Sorry Actions, Sorry Feelings

Think of a conversation you had recently where you felt strongly about 
something, but you couldn't … quite … say what you wanted to say.

1. Try using the Sorry words. Edit your speech. Soften it. Position it not 
to offend, not to challenge. 1 minute

OR 

Try to remove ALL of those words. Pause as long as you have to, correct 
yourself if you need to. Be definitive. Be DIRECT. Hell, swear if you want 
to! 1 minute

2. Pause for feedback. Speaker, write how you felt. Observer, write 
what you saw and what you heard (separate cards). Tell your partner, 
give them the cards. 2 minutes

3. Switch, 2 minutes



Some Sorry 
Words

Some Not Sorry 
Words

Just
Actually
I  think

I’ve  heard
This  is  just  my  thought,  but
Does  that  make  sense?

I’m  sorry
I’m  no  expert

Maybe
Sometimes

I  don’t  know,  but

Definite/ly
My  solution  is
The  issue  is
Clear/ly
I  suggest
The  right  approach
The  next  step  is
Complete
My  answer  is
We  should
What  I’m  seeing  here  is



Labels



A Shampoo Ad? Seriously?

Are we going to braid each other’s hair and draw love hearts next?

Kara 
+

Joey
4-Eva



YUP





Some Labels

Bitchy

Pushy

Selfish

Arrogant

Scary

Vain

Showoff

Boss

Persuasive

Dedicated

Confident

Assertive

Neat

Polished



Try out some labels

Choose one label.

Then, title three Index Cards: <Label> Words, <Label> 
Actions, <Label> Feelings

1. Speak, and use the body language of, one label. Gesture. Use 
your body, your hands, your face. 1 minute

2. Pause for feedback. Speaker, write how you felt. Observer, 
write what you saw and what you heard (separate cards). Tell 
your partner, give them the cards. 2 minutes

3. Switch, 2 minutes





Some Fears



No Fear



Try out some fears

Title three Index Cards: Fear Words, Fear Actions, Fear Feelings

1. Imagine someone you fear and dread talking to. Imagine your partner is he 
or she. Allow that fear to rule completely what you say and how you say it. 1 
minute

OR

What would you say if you weren’t afraid? Speak with no fear at all. Imagine 
yourself in an empty room. Let your gut instincts rule what you say and how 
you say it. 1 minute

2. Pause for feedback. Speaker, write how you felt. Observer, write what you 
saw and what you heard (separate cards). Tell your partner, give them the 
cards. 2 minutes

3. Switch, 2 minutes



Be Brave!
Find your Brave Voice

(Not)  Sorry  Words (Not)  Sorry  Actions (Not)  Sorry  Feelings

<Label>  Words <Label>  Actions <Label>  Feelings

(No)  Fear  Words (No)  Fear  Actions (No)  Fear  Feelings



Be Brave!
Assemble your Brave Voice!

(Not)  Sorry  Words (Not)  Sorry  Actions (Not)  Sorry  Feelings

<Label>  Words <Label>  Actions <Label>  Feelings

(No)  Fear  Words (No)  Fear  Actions (No)  Fear  Feelings



I Wonder What Will Happen…



SAY what you want to SAY

Use the words, body language, gestures and 
feelings of your Brave Voice. 1 minute

No Feedback

Switch. 1 minute



SAY what you want to SAY, 
Again!

1. Swap cards around if you want.

2. Ground yourself in the room. 

3. Use the words, body language, labels, gestures, stances,  
and feelings of your (new) Brave Voice. 1 minute

No feedback

Switch, 1 minute



Is It You?

1. Swap cards around if you want.

2. Ground yourself in the room and in your body.

3. This time, feel for yourself in there as you speak. 1 
minute

4. Pause for reflection. Speaker, write down how you 
felt. Observer, write down how you felt. 1 minute

5. Switch, 2 minutes



Be Brave!
Select your Brave Voice

(Not)  Sorry  Words (Not)  Sorry  Actions (Not)  Sorry  Feelings

<Label>  Words <Label>  Actions <Label>  Feelings

(No)  Fear  Words (No)  Fear  Actions (No)  Fear  Feelings



Be Brave!
Label Brave You!

(Not)  Sorry  Words
Brave  Kara    

(Not)  Sorry  Actions (Not)  Sorry  Feelings

<Label>  Words
Brave  Kara

<Label>  Actions
Brave  Kara

<Label>  Feelings

(No)  Fear  Words (No)  Fear  Actions (No)  Fear  Feelings
Brave  Kara



When  
will  
she  

arrive?



Sarah Wants you to be Brave!

Stand Up



I want to see you to be Brave

#brave

Tell us what happens when you say what you want to say!
We want to see you be brave.
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